CHANGE TO THE NOTICE OF RACE NO. 2

Summary:

Notice of Race Nacra17 add 3.7 as follows:

3.7 Foiling Boat Assignments

3.7.1 Only sailors named in the class distribution list may enter the European Championship, and those sailors may only race in the boat they have been assigned.

3.7.1.1 If there has been a change in team members, the only changes that will be accepted are ones where the sailors participating still meet the original tier assignments.

3.7.2 All sailors who receive their boats on June 26th 2017 must be entered prior to Jun 4th 2017, and must participate in the European Championship.

3.7.2.1 Team that accept boats on June 26 and who do not race in the European Championship will be subject to an additional class fee at the next championship they race of $3000 Euros.

3.7.2.2 Teams that are scheduled to receive boats in the first distribution, but no longer are able to compete in the European Championship, may notify the class and their assigned slot will be moved down the list to be the first boat on the next group of distributed boats, with all teams in between moving up.

3.7.3 The executive shall retain the right to waive this requirement, on a case by case basis, where sailors can demonstrate full commitment to Nacra 17 sailing from the hand out period and a conflict that cannot be avoided at the European Championship. Sailors who wish to appeal the above rules should write to the class manager, benremocker@hotmail.com, with a justification for a change to the above eligibility.